
Our company is looking for a business health. Thank you in advance for taking a
look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing
your resume.

Responsibilities for business health

Responsible for building, managing and sustaining new Quality measurement
and licensing opportunities
Develop business plans and serve as PMO head for a health & wellness
Member Journey
Responsible for the planning, implementation, oversight, and control of key
Member Journey programs ensuring consistency with company strategy and
goals
Develop and manage detailed business models & project plans including
tasks, owners, timelines, and dependencies in order to monitor and track
journey progress
Identify critical path to completion, project risks, and proactively problem
solve with immediate team members and relevant internal stakeholders to
course correct
Measure and monitor journey performance vs
Create and maintain detailed program documentation, with emphasis on
standardization and repeatable processes enabling journey programs to scale
from MVP tests to chain
Research, analyse, define and refine business requirements – attention to
detail is essential
Consult with business and technology teams to shape requirements and help
articulate requirements between various departments into actionable
requirement artefacts
Provide design and development teams with end user requirements (via user
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Qualifications for business health

50%+ travel may be required on an annual basis
Master's Degree and 8 years of experience, Bachelor’s Degree and 10 years
of work experience, or 14 years of relevant work experience in lieu of a
degree
5 years of experience in requirements gathering and documentation, process
flow and process modeling performing and systems analysis for systems that
cross multiple components and impact multiple systems
5 years of experience in business process reengineering
5 years of experience in developing lifecycle documents, including translating
Use Cases, Detailed Functional Requirements, Detailed Design Specifications,
and Test Cases
3 years of experience leading requirements discovery working sessions with
an audience of customer and systems Subject Matter Experts (SMEs)


